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Educational Studies Examining Knowledge of Substance Use Disorders and Career 
Aspirations among Medical Trainees in an Inner-City Hospital 

 

ABSTRACT  

 
Objectives: Gaps in addiction medicine training are a reason for poor substance use care in North 
America. Hospital addiction medicine consult services (AMCS) provide critical medical services, 
including screening and treatment of substance use disorders (SUD). While these programs often 
feature an educational component for medical learners, the impact of AMCS teaching on objective 
knowledge and career aspirations in addiction medicine has not been well described.  
 
Methods: We report findings from two sequential studies conducted at a large academic hospital 
in Vancouver, Canada. The first study assessed the impact of an AMCS clinical rotation on medical 
trainee addiction medicine objective knowledge using an online survey of six true/false questions 
before and after the rotation. The second study examined the impact of an AMCS rotation on career 
aspirations using four seven-point Likert-type questions. One-sample t-tests on mean differences 
(MD) with Benjamini-Hochberg adjustment for multiple comparisons were employed for 
statistical analyses. 
 
Results: Between May 2017 – June 2018, knowledge scores were significantly higher post-
rotation (MD = 4.78, standard deviation [SD] = 19.5, p = 0.034) among 115 medical trainees. 
Between July 2018 – July 2019, aspirations to practice addiction medicine were significantly more 
favourable post-rotation (MD = 3.48, SD = 3.15, p < 0.001) among 101 medical trainees. 
 
Conclusions: AMCS rotations appear to improve addiction medicine knowledge and aspirations 
to practice addiction medicine among medical trainees. Larger-scale evaluations and outcomes 
research on integrating SUD teaching in these settings will help move the discipline forward. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Substance use disorders (SUD) are a major contributor to global disease burden and are 

associated with numerous health, social, and community harms.1, 2 Although the SUD prevalence is 

rising in many settings, the quality of SUD care is often poor with evidence-based therapies and 

practices often lacking.3 This is in part due to lack of SUD education in health care professional 

curricula, lack of opportunities for hands-on experience in treating patients with SUD, as well as 

the documented stigmatizing attitudes of health care workers towards patients with SUDs.4-7 

Recently, hospital-based addiction medicine consult services (AMCS) have increasingly 

emerged in a range of settings to provide dedicated specialty services for treating SUD.8, 9 Often 

comprised of multidisciplinary teams similar to other specialty consult services, these programs 

can serve high-risk populations, often in crisis situations, and may be promising venues for 

integrating hands-on experiential learning for medical students and other learners.10 

Experiential learning enhances clinical skills and attitudes towards people who use 

substances.11, 12 Although experiential learning rotations with hospital-based AMCS teams have been 

shown to increase medical trainee self-assessed knowledge,10 the impact of AMCS teaching on 

objective knowledge and career aspirations in addiction medicine among medical trainees is not 

well described. We therefore undertook two sequential studies to prospectively evaluate whether 

a dedicated training rotation with a hospital-based AMCS improves 1) objective knowledge of 

addiction medicine, and 2) career aspirations - aspirations to practice addiction medicine - among 

medical trainees. 
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METHODS 

Participant recruitment and data collection 

St. Paul’s Hospital in Vancouver, British Columbia (BC), hosts over 200 medical trainees 

– medical students, residents, fellows, and licensed physicians – in addiction medicine rotations 

with the AMCS annually, as described previously.10, 13, 14 Trainees were asked to complete a survey 

that evaluated objective knowledge (May 2017 – June 2018; knowledge assessment study) and 

self-assessed career aspirations (July 2018 – July 2019; career aspiration study) in addiction 

medicine before the start of the rotation and right after the rotation ended. Rotations five days or 

longer were eligible for study inclusion. Trainees that repeated the rotation were eligible to 

participate in both studies; however, only the first rotation was included if the repeated rotation 

was during the same study period. Trainees in both study periods were invited to contribute to 

British Columbia Centre on Substance Use research activities during their rotation. However, 

participation in research depended on trainee initiative and whether the trainee’s skills could meet 

the needs of the researcher. 

Knowledge assessment study instruments 

The addiction medicine knowledge survey included six true/false questions that were 

adapted from Wakeman et al,15 and that assessed participants’ knowledge of a) the criteria for SUD 

diagnosis, b) the genetic contribution to SUD vulnerability, c) the efficacy of abstinence-based 

approach versus pharmacologic treatment for opioid use disorders, and d) pharmacotherapy for 

SUD (see document, Supplemental Digital Content 1, which has supplemental survey 1: 

knowledge assessment survey). Although not previously validated, the knowledge assessment 

survey was revised with input from local experts in the fields of addiction medicine and medical 

education. In the post-rotation survey, we also measured self-assessed impact of the rotation on 
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preparedness to care for patients with SUD, view of SUD as a treatable disease, and interest in 

addiction medicine research via three seven-point Likert-type questions (“not at all” to 

“extremely”) (see document, Supplemental Digital Content 1, which has supplemental survey 2: 

post-rotation impact on interests in addiction medicine survey). Likert-type questions are widely 

used to assess degree of agreement with self-assess statements in health education research.7, 10, 13, 16 

We summed the score for each of these impact questions, creating a total post-rotation “impact” 

score (maximum 21). Participation in research during the rotation and desire to pursue addiction 

medicine in future careers was also evaluated with yes/no questions in the post-rotation survey. 

Career aspiration study instruments 

In the career aspiration study, we assessed: a) self-reported preparedness to treat SUD, b) 

view of SUD as a disease, c) interest in addiction medicine research, and d) likelihood of 

incorporating addiction medicine in future practice via four seven-point Likert-type questions 

(“not at all” to “extremely”) (see document, Supplemental Digital Content 1, which has 

supplemental survey 3: Aspiration in addiction medicine survey). The grouping of several Likert-

type items into a “survey scale” is common and recommended when measuring more abstract 

concepts such as attitudes/interest. We therefore summed the scores from each of the four 

questions into a total “career aspiration” score (maximum of 28) that we felt may reflect trainee’s 

aspirations to practice addiction medicine in their careers. Participation in research during the 

rotation was assessed post-rotation with a yes/no question. 

Data analysis 

The primary end-points for statistical comparisons were the mean pre-post difference in 

the score for each knowledge question as well as the total knowledge score (knowledge assessment 

study); and, the mean pre-post difference in the score for each of the four Likert-type questions as 
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well as the total “career aspiration” score (career aspiration study). We assessed statistical 

significance of mean differences with one-sample t-tests and corrected for multiple testing using 

the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure for determining the false discovery rate (FDR).17 A linear 

regression model examined the associations between the pre-post difference in total scores for the 

knowledge assessment study and a) post-rotation “impact” score, b) age of participants, c) whether 

trainees participated in research during the rotation, d) rotation length, and e) whether participants 

desired to pursue addiction medicine in future practice. In the career aspiration study, we used a 

second linear regression model to examine the relationships between the pre-post difference in 

“career aspiration” scores and a) post-rotation age of participants, b) whether trainees participated 

in research during the rotation, c) rotation length, and d) reason for participation in the rotation. 

We made composite reason for participation categories to avoid small sample sizes – “learn more 

addiction medicine (merger of “learn more about addiction medicine” and “lack of teaching in 

medical school”) and “other” (merger of “other”, “make a difference in people’s lives”, and 

“inspired by mentor”). Participants that chose “pursue addiction medicine as future career” were 

used as the reference group for comparing mean difference in “career aspiration” scores by reason 

for rotation. All p-values were two-sided. All statistical analyses were performed using R statistical 

program (version 3.6.3).18 

The Research Ethics Board at Providence Healthcare Research Institute, University of 

British Columbia approved this study. Prior to signing informed e-consent, all study participants 

were informed of the study purpose, confidentiality, and voluntary participation. 

RESULTS 

Of the 234 total trainees in the knowledge assessment study period (May 2017 – June 

2018), 164 (70.1%) completed the pre-rotation survey and 156 (66.7%) the post-rotation survey. 
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We were able to pair 140 (85.4% follow-up) pre and post surveys due to missing identifiers. A 

final 115 (49.15%) participants were eligible for the study after removal of those with rotation 

lengths less than five days. In the career aspiration study period (July 2018 – July 2019; 228 total 

trainees), 126 (55.3%) completed the pre-rotation survey, 114 (50.0%) the post-rotation survey, 

and 101 (80.2% follow-up) were both paired and eligible participants. Median rotation length was 

21 and 25 days for the knowledge assessment and career aspiration studies, respectively, while 

median age was 28 years old in both studies (Table 1). Knowledge scores were significantly higher 

(mean percent correct difference [MD] = 4.78, standard deviation [SD] = 19.5, p = 0.034) post-

rotation (Table 2). The most to least improved areas of knowledge were naltrexone administration, 

criteria for SUD, alcohol use disorder treatments, and genetic component to SUD (Table 2). 

“Career aspiration” scores in addiction medicine were significantly higher post-rotation (MD = 

3.48, SD = 3.15, p < 0.001) (Table 2). The most to least improved areas were preparedness to care 

for patients with SUD, interest in doing research in addiction medicine, likelihood of incorporating 

addiction medicine in future careers, and view of SUD as a chronic disease (Table 2). 

In a multivariable analysis, age was negatively associated with mean difference in total 

"career aspiration" score (Beta = -0.077, 95 % confidence interval [CI] = -0.148 – -0.002, p = 

0.044). Participants that started the rotation for “more knowledge in addiction medicine” (Beta = 

1.698, CI = 0.141 – 3.255, p = 0.033), and for “personal interest” (Beta = 2.212, CI = 0.250 – 

4.175, p = 0.028) demonstrated significantly higher mean difference in “career aspiration” scores 

compared to participants that started the rotation to “pursue career in addiction medicine” (Table 

3). Rotation length did not correlate with knowledge or “career aspiration” scores in addiction 

medicine. 
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DISCUSSION 

In two educational studies, a hospital-based experiential learning rotation with specialized 

AMCS physicians appeared to increase medical trainees’ objective knowledge and career 

aspirations in addiction medicine. Previous research has demonstrated experiential learning to be 

an effective means of increasing emerging and established physicians’ self-assessed aptitude, 

knowledge, attitudes, and interest in treating patients with SUD.10, 11, 13, 19 Our finding of increased 

objective addiction medicine knowledge adds support to the effectiveness of experiential learning 

with an AMCS team and validates our previous report of increased self-assessed addiction 

medicine knowledge following an AMCS rotation.10 Although the knowledge increased 

significantly, improvement was not observed across all the knowledge assessment questions. 

Furthermore, similar to the study by Wakeman et al.15, no participant answered all six questions 

correctly. This variable improvement/success on different question types may reflect variability in 

exposure to different learning opportunities during the rotation. For example, the significant 

improvement in differentiating naltrexone versus naloxone use in opioid overdose reversal is likely 

due to the increased overdose education initiatives aimed at addressing the ongoing public health 

epidemic.20 There is also variability in how much teaching each of the preceptors provide, as well 

as the types of cases learners interact with, which has been described in a previous study.10 

Interestingly, participants did not significantly improve their responses to questions relating to 

SUD treatment methods (suboxone mechanism of action, alcohol use medication, and efficacy of 

abstinence-based approach) – potentially revealing an area for AMCS experiential learning 

improvement. However, the participants highly rated the self-assessed impact of the rotation on 

their preparedness to treat SUD. Although perception may not always indicate a true effect, this 
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discrepancy may be due to the difficulty assessing a participant’s learned clinical competencies 

using true/false questions as an outcome measure.21   

In the career aspiration study, we found that attitudes, treatment confidence, interests, and 

career aspirations in addiction medicine were significantly higher following the rotation. The 

marginal post-rotation increase in the score for view of SUD as a chronic disease is likely due to 

the high pre-rotation score leaving little room for improvement. The small, but significant, 

negative association between the mean difference in summative “career aspiration” score and age 

appears to be driven by the preparedness to treat SUD patients. While older age was not previously 

found to be associated with lower preparedness to treat SUD following experiential learning,11 

Gorfinkel et al.13 showed that medical students’ post-rotation competencies were higher than those 

of other learners. It is possible that the negative association between self-assessed preparedness to 

treat SUD and age reflects variation in learner type by age (fewer medical students at older ages). 

Unfortunately, the impact of the rotation on change in knowledge and “career aspiration” by 

learner type (students, residents, fellows, and licensed physicians) was not assessed in either study. 

Although mean pre-post differences in the total “career aspiration” score was lowest among 

participants that chose the rotation to pursue a career in addiction medicine (likely due to their 

high pre-rotation score), our finding of increased “career aspiration” scores in this subgroup 

supports trainees with high interest scores being able to improve attitudes, confidence, and career 

aspirations with training.22 Improvement in the quality of SUD care is contingent on medical 

trainees who are likely to participate in addiction medicine research and incorporate treatment of 

SUDs in a broad range of contexts – primary care, internal medicine, pain treatment and more.23, 24 

Experiential learning, however, may not always increase interest in a specific field. For example, 

interns and residents participating in a haematology and oncology ward rotation showed no change 
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or decreased interest in the field following the rotation.25 This finding may be due to differences in 

the interest of participants in the field at the start of the rotation as well as differences in exposure 

to distressing clinical experiences between the specialties.25 Future research should evaluate the 

impacts on career aspirations among different disciplines.  

We acknowledge several limitations of both studies. First, it is possible that the 70% and 

55% of the total trainees that participated in each study, respectively, differed in their knowledge, 

exposure to quality teaching opportunities, interest, and career aspiration from those that did not 

participate. Secondly, although the pre-post design allows for relatively high internal validity, there 

are limitations in demonstrating a causal relationship between educational exposure and changes 

in pre-post test results due to potential influence of extraneous confounders. Thirdly, although the 

knowledge testing questions were used in a previous study,15 they were not validated. Fourthly, a 

self-assessed desire to practice addiction medicine may not always lead to a career in this field or 

use of addiction medicine in future practice, necessitating further validation through longitudinal 

follow-up of participants. Lastly, the results of this study may not be generalizable to other 

institutions and countries as the specifics of education programs in a Canadian inner-city hospital 

may have influenced the learning process. Nevertheless, we demonstrated an objective educational 

efficacy measurement of an AMCS rotation as well as a measurement of medical trainee 

aspirations in addiction medicine. Future studies should examine whether elevated knowledge and 

career aspirations after a hospital-based rotation improve provider behaviour and patient outcomes 

using control groups of learners who receive no hands-on experiential training. Future studies 

would also benefit from the inclusion of learner type when assessing the impact of addiction 

medical educational interventions on attitudes, aspirations, and knowledge in addiction medicine. 

Consideration of using a Likert-type scale for objective knowledge assessment instead of a 
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True/False assessment should be given as Likert-type scales provide richer data on confidence in 

answers and can be a less intimidating survey for participants. A future assessment on the impact 

of a self-study curriculum, an easily administered educational method that may be incorporated in 

addiction medicine education programs, on trainee knowledge and interest in addiction in medicine 

is also warranted. 

CONCLUSION 

In summary, AMCS rotations appear to improve addiction medicine knowledge and 

aspirations to practice addiction medicine among medical trainees. While the present study 

demonstrates that AMCS teams are viable settings for SUD teaching rotations, further research on 

integrating medical trainee SUD education within AMCS settings will be of value to help move 

the field forward. 	  
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